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Abstract—VPN service providers (VSP) and IP-VPN customers have traditionally maintained service demarcation boundaries

between their routing and signaling entities. This has resulted in the VPNs viewing the VSP network as an opaque entity and therefore

limiting any meaningful interaction between the VSP and the VPNs. The purpose of this research is to address this issue by enabling a

VSP to share its core topology information with the VPNs through a novel topology abstraction (TA) service which is both practical and

scalable in the context of managed IP-VPNs. TA service provides tunable visibility of state of the VSP’s network leading to better VPN

performance. A key challenge of the TA service is to generate TA with relevant network resource information for each VPN in an

accurate and fair manner. We develop three decentralized schemes for generating TAs with different performance characteristics.

These decentralized schemes achieve improved call performance, fair resource sharing for VPNs, and higher network utilization for the

VSP. We validate the idea of the VPN TA service and study the performance of the proposed techniques using various simulation

scenarios over several topologies.

Index Terms—IP virtual private networks, managed IP-VPN service, topology abstraction

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IP-VPN
1 service is typically backed by strong service layer

agreements (SLA), such as QoS guarantees, reliability,
and data security requirements. Nagarajan [1], Knight and
Lewis [2] discuss the requirements of a L3 PPVPN service
from a VPN service provider’s (VSP) perspective. Recently,
most of the research in this area has focused on traffic
engineering of VPN traffic over VSP’s network to achieve
load balancing and maximize network utilization. These
studies assume the availability of a site-to-site traffic matrix.
This mode of VPN provisioning is known as the PIPE
model [3]. Given the traffic matrix, a VSP can then
determine the network paths by solving a multicommodity
optimization problem adapted to a VPN context with
business constraints and optimization objectives to serve
the VPN’s and VSP’s interests (as in [3]). Estimating site-to-
site traffic matrix specification is often a difficult task. To
address this problem HOSE model was proposed in [4]. In
this mode of provisioning, the VPNs specify traffic
demands as aggregate ingress and egress traffic estimates
for each VPN site. Given the per site ingress-egress
aggregate traffic requirement, [5], [6] are efforts that further
enhance the HOSE model by proposing new provisioning
schemes that realize aggregate site demands in the core

network. More recent work [7] builds over the Hose-based
provisioning model based on the aggregate access capacity
of the CE to the PE connectivity. The advantage of the
proposed technique is that core traffic engineering is
oblivious to the eventual traffic matrix distribution of the
site-to-site VPN traffic hence allowing significant fluctua-
tions without reengineering the traffic in the VSP’s network.

The PIPE and the HOSE modes of VPN provisioning are
generally good for IP-VPNs whose traffic specification
changes at longer time scales. With increasing deployment
of short lived and bandwidth intensive multimedia applica-
tions in enterprise VPNs, an approach designed to enable
the VPN sites to negotiate SLA and seek services dynami-
cally is required. In this paper, a novel framework that
enables dynamic VPN service (DVS) in the context of L3
PPVPN using topology abstraction (TA) is proposed. Earlier
research on enabling DVS was limited to the study of link
capacity sharing dynamically among VPNs. Initial efforts,
such as those in [8], [9], proposed solutions which allow
dynamic resizing of the preestablished virtual circuits as a
function of varying traffic demands of the VPNs, and
thereby improving the statistical multiplexing gain and the
overall utilization of the core network. A more recent line of
research in the existing literature, which enables DVS, is the
work related to programmable VPNs; this work allows
VPNs to have access to a subset of the router and network
resources that can be optimized in order to satisfy
the interests of the customer’s applications. Isaacs and
Leslie [10] proposed a dynamic programmable VPN
architecture that allows the spawning of dynamic VPN
networks with dedicated router and link resources built
over logical switch partitions called switchlets that are
controlled by an open control interface. These program-
mable VPN architectures and solutions enabling dynamic
VPN creation assume availability of access to physical
router and link resources through an open programmable
interface. For this reason, employing this approach is not
possible when strict trust issues exist, as in the case of a
VPN enterprise and a transport infrastructure owned by
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a commercial VSP. Another drawback with this mode of
VPN management is similar to that of the PIPE model
which requires prior knowledge of the demand matrix of
the VPN, which is then mapped to the appropriate switch
and link resources in order to spawn VPNs dynamically
and enable the customers to manage it.

In this paper, we propose a service that enables VSP to
share its core topology and link state information in a
scalable manner with its IP-VPN customers. This service is
enabled by the novel application of topology abstraction,
which is along the lines of the topology aggregation concept
applied for hierarchical routing, but is new under the
context of IP-VPN service. This TA service is studied in the
context of managed dynamic VPN framework which is
amenable for realization in a VSP’s network. The VPNs use
the abstracted topology and QoS metric information to seek
services on demand from the VSP. This mode of provision-
ing prevents wastage of any committed resources, which
may occur as a result of poor utilization in a dynamic call
request scenario when well-known models of provisioning
based on the PIPE or the HOSE model are used; it also
enables statistical multiplexing of VPN demands in the core
of the VSP’s network.

TA service provides VPNs more information than reach-
ability information enabled today and therefore more
options in terms of how they route their traffic. This can
improve VPN call performance significantly. The challenge
is how to create TAs for different VPNs so that the VSP
core network is shared efficiently and fairly. We propose
three decentralized schemes to address this challenge.
There is a tradeoff among these schemes in terms of VPN
call performance and VSP network utilization. We will
demonstrate that, compared with the traditional VPNs
which do not deploy TA service, the VPNs with good TAs
show significant call performance improvements. Applying
TA could also lead to certain tradeoffs as seen in our
simulation results. While TA allows VPNs to have very
good call performance, we noted a tradeoff with respect to
network utilization. But the reduction in the average
utilization is not found to be very significant.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
general discussion and sets the objective for the TA service.
Section 3 shows how TA as a service can be realized by a
current standardized IP-VPN framework. Section 4 intro-
duces graph theory notations used in this paper. Section 5
proposes three abstract topologies and related SLA para-
meters required to generate service differentiation in the
context of the TA service. Section 6 defines the VPN
topology abstraction (VPN-TA) problem and proposes three

abstraction algorithms that result in TA service with
different performance characteristics. Section 7 discusses
the simulation results studying the benefits of the TA service
and the three abstraction schemes proposed to address the
problem of generating fair TA abstractions to VPNs.

2 TOPOLOGY ABSTRACTION SERVICE FOR

IP-VPNS

A VSP today only has the ability to disseminate reachability
information to all the CE nodes of a given VPN using the
constructs defined in [1]. This is shown in Fig. 1a, where the
VSP provides managed IP-VPN service to a VPN. Fig. 1b
shows the opaque nature of the service today, here, the VPN
sites whose gateways are represented as CE1-CE4 are
logically connected to the other sites through their IP
reachability property enabled by the VSP without having
any view of the state of the core network. Fig. 1b shows this
reachability with respect to Site-1 whose gateway CE-1
receives the reachability updates from border node PE-1,
hence allowing virtual connectivity for Site-1 to the
remaining sites.

This information suffices the need of most of the IP-
VPNs today, as the QoS for the VPN traffic is prenegotiated
with the VSP, using the PIPE or HOSE mode of traffic
specification and guaranteed by provisioning appropriate
core resources to handle the traffic. The assumption here is
that, these traffic specifications are expected to only vary in
long time scales. Such long time scale variations give a VPN
sufficient time to renegotiate the existing SLA to include the
future capacity requirements. However, with the increasing
number of multimedia applications in enterprises used to
support applications such as conferencing, collaboration,
and data management involving backups and restoration,
the VPN customers, today, require significant capacity for a
number of small windows of time in order to meet the
needs of these bandwidth intensive applications. In current
approaches, if the capacity requirements between the sites
exceed existing negotiated resources based on the demands
of applications requiring dynamic resources the VPN have
to go through the process of renegotiating existing SLAs.
Even if the VPN customers were able to predict the worst
case capacity requirements and renegotiate the existing
SLA, this solution has two unwanted drawbacks. First, the
VPN will have to pay for the capacity negotiated even if it
does not use it beyond the intended period of use. Second,
the VSP who commits the resource for a given VPN could
experience poor network utilization and possible loss of
revenues. This paper is about how a VSP can make use of
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Fig. 1. (a) VSP providing managed IP-VPN service, (b) Current IP-VPN service only enables IP reachability, (c) VSP providing topology abstraction
service.



this opportunity and abstract the underlying core network
information in a fair and efficient manner and provide this
to the VPNs so that they can make informed requests based
on the information related to the resource availability. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 1c. Here, the core has been
abstracted as a fully meshed graph. The links of the abstract
topology are virtual links that may be associated with
abstracted static and/or dynamic QoS metrics.

Applying TA to share the core resource information with
the VPNs serves multiple purposes for the VSP: 1) It allows
the VSP to share the core resource information in a scalable
manner, without having to divulge its sensitive and private
core topology information; 2) TA can be used by the VSP as
a tool to abstract its core network based on its local policies
to any degree of granularity, correctness, and associate it
with one or many aggregated QoS metric information it
desires. This property of TA allows the VSP to negotiate the
properties of the TA based on VPN’s requirements and
arrive at appropriate SLAs. 3) TA will also significantly
reduce the signaling cost for the VSPs, particularly during
high load conditions when the signaling will be terminated
at the VPN’s end itself.

TA information can be used by a VPN in many ways such
as: 1) To adapt its current QoS requirements (for, e.g., by
modifying the application layer parameters) to what the
provider can offer at any given point of time. This allows
applications (such as [11]) with dynamic bandwidth require-
ments to improve their decision based on availability of
resources, which is expected to yield good probability of
success in terms of both successfully requesting as well as
rejecting the demand locally; 2) Human and information
resources within a VPN are typically spread among the VPN
sites, thus the VPN has to deal with the problem of routing its
intersite traffic to meet the enterprise needs. TA information
shall allow the VPN to traffic engineer their intersite traffic
more efficiently by adapting to the varying state of the core
network; 3) In case a VPN is multihomed (i.e., a VPN site
connected to multiple VSPs), and in a situation where it may
avail the TA service from more than one of them, it allows the
VPN to be opportunistic in choosing the provider that can
best suit its needs for its given requirements.

Based on the above discussion, we now summarize the
objectives of the TA service definition for the IP-VPNs.

. Enable a VSP to share core topology information as a
service with appropriate SLA definition to achieve
service differentiation.

. One important requirement of this service is to have
the ability to realize it as an extension to the existing
managed IP-VPN solutions like [12], [13], and
thereby, minimize the changes to the control and
transport plane logic and the cost of realizing this
service in current IP-VPN frameworks.

. The service should enable the VPNs to use the TA
information to perform intelligent route computa-
tion, and leverage it to seek resources on demand in
order to meet its QoS requirements for the duration
of the call request.

. In a dynamic call request scenario, the service
should also result in good VPN call performance,
while maximizing the network utilization.

3 MANAGED DYNAMIC VPN FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the managed dynamic frame-
work (MDVF) for implementation in a VSP’s network
which realizes the previously mentioned functions as part
of the TA service to the VPNs. In particular, we propose
extensions to a well-known IP-VPN solution [12] in order to
realize it. We add new functional components to this
solution to realize the MDVF for the VSP enabling the TA
service. Fig. 2 shows the components of our framework.

The proposal in [12] uses VPN specific virtual routing
and forwarding (VRF) instance tables within PE routers to
logically separate VPN contexts, both from a control and
transport plane perspective. The additional software mod-
ules required to realize the MDVF as part of the control
plane logic are shown as colored components in Fig. 2.

The abstract topology generation module (ATG), is the most
important module in the context of the TA service that
executes the core capacity sharing algorithms locally in the
PE nodes with or without the assistance of the central server
(CS). A central server is a centralized module, and its
involvement depends on whether the abstractions are
generated in a decentralized or in a centralized manner.
The ATG module makes decisions on how to share and
expose the resources of the core network among the VPNs,
while taking into consideration the SLA parameters
negotiated between the VPN and the VSP. One key VSP
policy is related to fairness; this policy decides the criteria
for logically partitioning the core resources from which the
TAs are generated. The notion of fairness, as applicable to
TA service, will be discussed later. The ATG module in the
PE nodes also maintains timer based interrupts during
which the abstract topologies are refreshed regularly and
updated to the VPN specific VPN abstract topology database
(VTD). The VTD has a VPN scope, and as a result, it can be
considered as an extension of the VRF, which in the current
solution [12] is the database of VPN site-to-site routing
information or can be implemented as a stand-alone
database. The updates to abstract topologies from the above
discussed ATG module are stored in this database.

The correctness of the TA information is associated to the
abstract topology refresh interval metric, a parameter nego-
tiated between the VPN and the VSP. These updates to the
VPN CE node can be sent over as part of the LSA updates of a
protocol, such as OSPF. Rosen and Psenak [14] propose the
use of OSPF as the peering protocol between the CE and PE
node for BGP/MPLS based IP-VPN solution [12] to exchange
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reachability information. This recommendation to use OSPF
can also be extended to flood the abstract topology
information as link state updates as part of TA service to
the VPNs. The abstract topology information, once popu-
lated in the client routers, can be used by the VPNs to
compute end-to-end paths traversing the VSP’s core network
and check on the availability of the desired QoS.

The VPN SLA database (VPN-SLADB) is a database for
the SLA parameters of all the VPNs subscribing to the TA
service. This may be implemented as a centralized database
that will be accessible to all the PE nodes or as a distributed
database local to a PE node managed by the operator.

4 GRAPH THEORY NOTATIONS

The graph theory notations used in this paper are
summarized in Figs. 3 and 4 depict a VSP providing TA
service to two VPNs.

With reference to the notations in Fig. 3 and example
network in Fig. 4 where a VSP is providing IP-VPN service
to two VPNs (green and red). VSP’s core topology is
represented as a graph GðV ;EÞ. Each directed link e ¼
ði; jÞ 2 E of the network has a capacity represented as ti;j
(which we also denote as tðeÞ). This is the total capacity of
the link. On the other hand, the capacity available on a link
e at any given time is called residual capacity, denoted as
ri;j (or rðeÞ). B represents the set of all border PE nodes in
graph GðV ;EÞ. U represents the set of all VPN customers
subscribing to the TA service. Each border node b 2 B may
support multiple VPN instances identified as Ub. For a VPN
instance k 2 U , we represent the sets of corresponding CE
and PE nodes as Ck and Pk, respectively. The set of CE
nodes corresponding to a VPN instance k 2 U hosted on a
border node b is represented as Ck;b. The “P” nodes in Fig. 4
are the provider nodes, which only participate in routing or
switching the traffic.

As part of the TA service, each VPN is served with an
abstract topology of type l. We discuss different types of
abstract topologies in Section 5.1. For a given VPN k 2 U ,
we represent the abstract graph as Gk;lðVk; EkÞ. Vk includes
the subset of PE nodes Pk, the set of CE nodes Ck, and the
set of virtual nodes Yk whose meaning vary with the type of
TA. Each of the nodes in the set Pk and Ck map to a border

PE and a CE node, whereas Yk are logical node(s)
virtualizing VSP’s core which does not map explicitly to
any of the core or border nodes. There are two types of links
comprising the set of edges Ek in the abstract topology. The
first is the access link, which connects a Ck node to a Pk
node, and the other is the set of virtual links connecting a Pk
node to a virtual node in Yk or another Pk node. Broadly
speaking, the virtual link e 2 Ek can be associated with a
vector of abstracted QoS metrics. Here, we restrict ourselves
with one abstracted metric, namely, bandwidth. Hence, for a
VPN k provided, with an abstract topology of type l, we
denote the abstracted capacity associated with the virtual
link connecting nodes x and y as wk;lðx; yÞ. This bandwidth
represents the capacity exposed by the VSP between the
pair of nodes ðx; yÞ 2 Vk. The remote access link connectiv-
ity information flooded as part of the abstraction will carry
the available capacity of the physical link corresponding to
that remote access link. A VPN k is also associated with a
set of SLA parameters, and this is represented as TSk.

5 TA SERVICE SLA DEFINITION AND PARAMETERS

To enable a VSP to use TA service for generating service
differentiation among the VPN customers, we propose a
new set of topology abstraction SLA (TA-SLA) parameters,
which allows the VSP to customize the properties of the TA
service to the requirements of the VPN. We next discuss the
elements of the TA-SLA.

Abstraction topology type parameter. This parameter
represents the type of abstract topology generated by the
VSP for a VPN. The VSP uses this parameter to generate an
abstract graph with a certain granularity before sharing it
with the VPN. The optimizing objective for any form of TA
is to minimize the complexity with respect to the
granularity of the abstraction, while at the same time,
maximizing the accuracy of the topology metric information
that is being abstracted. In this paper, we have considered
three forms of abstract topologies: source-star abstraction
(SSA), star abstraction (SA), and simple node abstraction
(SNA), which are also the most well-studied forms of
abstractions in the context of hierarchical routing literature.
We discuss the properties of these TAs in the context of a
VPN service later on in the section. We use the notation Tk
to denote the TA type subscribed by VPN k. In this case, the
parameter would be one of SSA, SA, or SNA types.
Gk;lðVk; EkÞ will denote the abstract topology l correspond-
ing to VPN k, where the l represents one of the abstract
topologies SSA, SA, or SNA.

Abstract topology link metric. This parameter identifies
the choice of QoS metric information that is required to be
associated with the virtual links of the abstract topology
chosen as part of the abstraction topology type parameter. It
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is not necessary that all the VPNs subscribe to the same set
of QoS metric information. The choice of QoS metrics
associated with the abstract topology could be determined
by the purpose for which the TA service will be used for.
The problem with abstracting link metric information to IP-
VPNs can be classified into two categories: single metric
abstraction and multiple metrics abstraction. Here, we deal
only with the abstraction of the available capacity asso-
ciated with the links of the core VSP network. The virtual
link metric associated with the nodes x and y for a VPN k of
the abstracted graph Gk;lðVk; EkÞ is represented as wk;lðx; yÞ.

Abstract topology refresh interval metric. The impor-
tance of this parameter is linked to the fact that the VSP
provides periodic updates about resource availability by
flooding the TA periodically in order to synchronize
the core state information with that of the VPN’s view of
the core network. From this, we can see intuitively that the
choice of this parameter decides the correctness of the TA
information at any given point of time in relation to the link
state of the VSP’s core network. In a dynamic call request
scenario, the ideal refresh rate (inverse of the refresh
interval) desired by a VPN is expected to be a function of
the mean arrival rate of bandwidth requests, dynamic
nature of the state information in the core network, which
will depend on factors like the load offered by all the VPNs
and time of day, and the tolerance for the control overhead
by the CE routers due to the frequency of update of
abstraction information from the PE nodes. The abstract
topology refresh rate negotiated by the VPN is also
influenced by both the abstraction topology type and the
abstract topology link metric chosen by the VPN. The
abstract topology refresh interval metric for a VPN k is
represented as Rk.

5.1 Topology Abstraction Types

A number of topology abstraction types can be generated
from a given VSP core network. Not all types of topology are
created equal. The criteria for selecting a special type of
abstract topology depend on the objectives of TA. The goal of
a service provider is to provide service differentiation to
VPNs while hiding the details of the core network. Clearly,
simple abstract topologies that can provide service differ-
entiation are ideal candidates. In this paper, we will consider
three abstract topologies with increasing complexity and
available information: simple node abstraction, star abstrac-
tion, and source-star abstraction. Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c show
the abstractions that are being considered. We next elaborate
on the different TA types, referring to Fig. 4, which shows a
VSP providing TA service to two VPN clients. The two
headed arrow in the figure represents a pair of oppositely
directed links. The straight arrow in the figures represents a
physical link, while the dashed one represents a virtual link.

Source-star abstraction topology. This type of abstrac-
tion, illustrated in Fig. 5a, has been adapted from [15]. In this
case, a VPN is provided an abstraction that is a source-
rooted tree. Here, the root of the tree is the PE node
computing the abstraction for the corresponding VPN. The
other nodes of the source-star topology are the PE nodes Pk
on which VPN of the same type are hosted. In the case where
a CE node has adjacency with more than one PE node,
multiple source-star abstractions would have to be provided
to the CE node in order to take advantage of the routing
diversity due to multiple PE connectivity. For the case of
single CE-PE connectivity and for a given VPN k, the total
message complexity of updating a CE is OðjPkj þ jCkjÞ.

Star abstraction topology. This abstraction is shown in
Fig. 5b. In this scheme, the abstract topology contains all the
border nodes hosting the VPN, i.e., the set of nodes Pk, and
virtualizes the remaining network as a virtual node v. The
virtual link edges of the abstract topology correspond to the
connectivity between the border nodes and the virtual node.
For a given instance of VPN k, the spoke of the star topology
connects a node u 2 Pk to the virtual node v bidirectionally.
The bandwidth of a virtual link can be assigned in multiple
ways; one way is to assign to each virtual link connecting a
node u 2 Pk to the spoke node v the bandwidth that is the
average of the bandwidths of all the virtual links ðu;wÞ in
the source-star abstraction topology with w 2 Pk and w 6¼ u;
the equations to compute this virtual link capacity are given
in (1) and (2). In this equation, wk;SAðu; vÞ represents the
capacity associated with the directional virtual link ðu; vÞ 2
Ek corresponding to abstract graph Gk;SAðVk; EkÞ. Summa-
tions are over all nodes in Pk. Another approach, but an
aggressive one, to compute this virtual link capacity is to set
this to the maximum of the capacities of virtual links ðu;wÞ in
the source-star abstraction topology with w 2 Pk and w 6¼ u.
For any given VPN k, the total message complexity to flood a
star abstraction topology is OðjPkj þ jCkjÞ

wk;SAðu; vÞ ¼
X

w

ðwk;SSAðu;wÞÞ
ðjPkj � 1Þ 8w 2 Pk; w 6¼ u ð1Þ

wk;SAðv; wÞ ¼
X

l

ðwk;SSAðl; wÞÞ
ðjPkj � 1Þ 8l 2 Pk; l 6¼ w: ð2Þ

Simple node abstraction topology (SN). This is the least
granular of all the abstraction topologies. Here, the core
network is completely virtualized as a single node, as
shown in Fig. 5c. The VPN CE nodes Ck in this case are
provided only the updates of the available bandwidths on
the remote VPN access links while the set of nodes Pk are
virtualized as a single node. The complexity of updating a
VPN with this form of abstraction is OðjCkjÞ.
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As discussed above, among the three types of topology,
the SSA type provides the finest granularity. Once a SSA
type topology is generated, the other two topologies can be
generated from the SSA topology through information
aggregation which results in information loss and differ-
entiated services. Our later discussions will therefore focus
on generating SSA type TAs with fair resource sharing
among VPNs.

5.2 Topology Abstraction Types

One of the significant benefits of abstracting VSP’s core
network and QoS information is to improve the call
performance of the VPNs that require dynamic bandwidth
service, while minimizing the overhead for sharing such
information with the VPNs. Three call performance metrics
have been defined to study the efficiency of the TA service,
which are success, crankback, and misscall ratios. These
metrics are explained with respect to Fig. 6 which shows
the different possibilities of a bandwidth request from a VPN.

Starting from the root, denoted as (1), a VPN call request
could have two possible outcomes. The first outcome is
when a CE node finds that the requested capacity is not
available and terminates the call locally. This is identified as
(3). The second outcome is that the CE node finds that the
requested capacity is available and sends the request to
the corresponding PE node (2). For the case (3), we could
have two possibilities. The first possibility is that the call
has been wrongly terminated due to stale abstraction
information, in which case we count it as a “Miss” call
(6). The alternative possibility is that the call has been
correctly terminated because of the VSP’s inability to find
the required path in the core network. We label such a call
as a “Hit” call (7). For the case where a path is deemed to
exist by the VPN, there can be two outcomes. The first is
that the call does go through to the destination and the CE
node receives a positive acknowledgement from the PE (4).
The other is that the call crankbacks because of the inability
of the PE node in the VSP to route the call (5). Crankbacked
calls also waste signaling processing resources for the VSP.
Success ratio measures the percentage of correct decisions
in terms of both successfully computing a path (with
successful signaling) and rejecting the call locally using the
abstraction provided by the VSP. Crankback ratio measures
the percentage of calls that resulted in successful path
computation locally but is cranked back by the VSP.
Misscall ratio measures the proportion of calls which were
terminated wrongly at the VPN’s end, in spite of sufficient

resources in the core network to satisfy the call. For each
VPN, success ratio is to be maximized while crankback and
miscall ratio are to be minimized.

To generate the TA for the VPNs, we assume the
availability of the entire core network topology, locally in a
border node. In addition, the algorithms also require VPN
specific information, which would include information
about the VPNs hosted on each border node, along with
the residual capacity of the VPN access link connecting the
PE and the CE nodes. The core topology information is
readily available as part of link state protocols, such as OSPF
or ISIS, which are the protocols of choice in most VSP
networks. The VPN specific information required by the
abstraction schemes can be obtained from a TA service
specific database populated by appropriate protocol exten-
sions that include VPN membership information and the
associated TA-SLA parameters discussed earlier. This in-
formation can be either locally available at the PE node or
accessed centrally from a centralized database.

An important factor to consider during the abstraction
process is the TA-SLA parameters, particularly the abstrac-
tion topology type parameter to offer service differentiation.
To enable this service differentiation, we assume that the
VSP adopts a model where the goal is to always expose
the available capacity differently to different types of TA
while exposing the available capacity equally among all the
VPNs that have subscribed to the same abstract topology
type parameter Tk .This fairness policy is applied locally by
each border node b, while generating abstract topologies for
the set of VPNs Ub hosted by it. The criterion we adopt can
be stated as follows: For a pair of VPNs ði; jÞ 2 Ub with the
same abstract topology type parameter l, with abstract
graphs Gi;lðVi; EiÞ and Gj;lðVj; EjÞ and with a common pair
of nodes x and y, the VSP imposes the rule that the exposed
capacity associated with virtual link connecting the nodes x
and y should be equal, that is wi;lðx; yÞ ¼ wj;lðx; yÞ. This
ensures that two VPNs with the same TA type will be
exposed the same amount of bandwidth for each virtual
link connecting the nodes x and y in the abstract topology.

This paper explores decentralized mode of TA genera-
tion, here each PE node generates TA for each of the hosted
VPN using the latest topology and link state information
and the fairness criterion as discussed above.

6 TOPOLOGY ABSTRACTION PROBLEM AND

ABSTRACTION ALGORITHM

The challenge faced during the abstract topology generation
process is the fact that the process of generating TAs may
lead to oversubscription of the available core resource, which
could result in poor VPN call performance and high
signaling cost for VSPs under high load conditions. Over-
subscription results because of two reasons: first due to the
decentralized approach of TA generation wherein each
border node generates TAs for the VPNs without coordinat-
ing with one another; second, the degree of oversubscription
also depends on the abstraction algorithm that is used to
generate the abstraction for each VPN by a border node. The
VPN-TA problem stated next is to address the problem of
oversubscription arising due to the second factor in a
decentralized context of TA generation. The objectives of
this problem are the following:
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. Provide the VPNs with an accurate representation of
available capacity considering the case of having to
satisfy simultaneous VPN calls during high load
condition. This objective also correlates with the
objective of maximizing the call performance of the
VPNs.

. Maximize utilization of the VSP core network.

. Generate fair abstraction which aligns with the
fairness policy presented in Section 5.2.

VPN topology abstraction (VPN-TA) problem. Given a
set of VPNs Ub hosted on the border node b, each VPN instance
i 2 Ub is to be provided with an abstract topology Gi;lðVi; EiÞ. The
objective is to device a methodology to allocate virtual capacities
to the links in Ei so that the VSP maximizes the probability of
each VPN making a correct decision of successfully computing or
rejecting a path locally in the context of the TA service.

We propose three algorithms for the above problem. All
the three abstraction schemes have been proposed to
maximize the call success ratio. The three schemes vary in
their nature from being aggressive or conservative in terms
of associating virtual capacity to the link in the abstract
topology. The nature of these algorithms leads to different
performance results varying in tradeoffs between the three
call performance metrics, i.e., the success, crankback, and
misscall ratio which we introduced in Section 5.2.

As the VPN-TA problem is defined in a decentralized
context, the algorithms presented in the following sections
are in the context of a PE node b which executes these
algorithms to generate the required abstractions. Also, to
make the presentations easy to follow, all discussions and
algorithms are with respect to source-star abstraction since
the star and the simple-node abstractions can be derived
from the source-star abstraction as discussed in Section 5.1.

6.1 Maximum Capacity Abstraction Algorithm

The maximum capacity algorithm is aggressive because the
maximum network resource is advertised to all clients
making each client think it can use all the capacity. In this
scheme, the VSP sets the virtual link capacity wk;SSAðb1;b2Þ 2
corresponding to a pair of border nodes (b1;b2) to the capacity
of the widest path (defined next) from b1 to b2. For a given pair
of border nodes ðb1;b2Þ 2 Pk hosting a VPN k, let P ¼
fp1; p2; . . . ; plg be the set of paths from b1 to b2 Let CðpiÞ be
the bottleneck capacity of each path. We define as !ðb1; b2Þ ¼
maxi¼1...lðCðpiÞÞ the maximum capacity of a path from b1 to b2.
This path is called the widest path from b1 to b2 . Once the
capacity of this path is computed, we set the virtual link
capacity wk;SSAðb1; b2Þ of VPN k to !ðb1;b2Þ.

We can obtain the widest path capacity by computing a
maximum capacity tree rooted at border node b. We refer to
this tree as T ðVk; EkÞ for VPN k rooted at b. This tree spans
all the nodes of Pk. This tree can be obtained in OðjV j2Þ time
by applying a modified form of the Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm [16]. Wang and Crowcroft [16] give an algorithm
to compute a shortest widest path in a graph, in our case the
edge cost metric is 0. A tree thus computed enables one to
generate the set of virtual links from node b to other nodes
in Pk. This step is iterated over all the nodes in Pk to
generate the trees rooted at the respective nodes. The worst
case complexity for a border node to compute all these
rooted trees is OðjUj � jBj � jV j2Þ assuming that every border
node hosts all VPNs in U .

As noted earlier, this approach is very aggressive since the
maximum capacity between a pair of border nodes is
advertised to all the VPNs having that pair of border nodes
in common. This aggressive mode of capacity sharing may
work well during low load conditions, when there is a high
probability that the capacities associated with the virtual
links are in sync with the state of the core network. However,
this approach may result in poor call performance at high
load conditions when the abstraction at the VPN’s end may
not be synchronized with the state of the core network.

Note that, for this scheme (Fig. 7), we don’t apply the
fairness policy as all the subgraphs SðVk; EkÞ are computed
using the same core topology, which results in TA for VPNs
that satisfies the fairness policy defined in Section 5.2.

6.2 Mixed Bound Abstraction Algorithm

The maximum capacity abstraction algorithm may not
perform well in high load conditions. This is particularly
true when the aggregate VPN demand request between a
pair of border nodes (during the interval between two
abstract topology refreshes) from multiple VPNs exceeds
the capacity of the maximum capacity paths between the
pair of border nodes. To address this, we propose an
algorithm where, instead of a single value, we represent
virtual capacity as a pair of values in the form of upper and
lower bounds. Providing such bounds is expected to give
more realistic information on the available capacity in the
VSP’s network and help in handling the issue of simulta-
neous bandwidth requests received by a border node
during high load conditions. This approach uses flow-
based algorithms in order to compute the bounds.

Upper bound on advertised capacity. The goal of
providing an upper bound on advertised capacity to a VPN
is to ensure that the total amount of resources it seeks does
not exceed the advertised upper bound during the interval
between two consecutive abstract topology refreshes. For a
VPN k and virtual link corresponding to edge ðx; yÞ 2 Ek, let
Mk;iðx; yÞ be the ith bandwidth request between two
consecutive refresh update interval instances, and let
�k;SSAðx; yÞ be the upper bound on advertised capacity. If
there are n requests from a VPN k in the interval Rk then

Xn

i¼1

Mk;iðx; yÞ � �k;SSAðx; yÞ: ð3Þ
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For a VPN k 2 Ub and x; y 2 Pk, �k;SSAðx; yÞ is the computed
upper bound capacity advertised for the virtual link
connecting nodes x and y. Let Zðx; yÞ be the set of all VPNs
that share the border nodes x and y. According to the
capacity sharing policy, equal sharing implies that the total
flow advertised must be at most jZðx; yÞj � �k;SSAðx; yÞ. Let
�ðx; yÞ be the maximum-flow [17] possible between border
nodes x and y, then the upper bound �k;SSAðx; yÞ on the
advertised capacity must satisfy the following:

jZðx; yÞj � �k;SSAðx; yÞ � �ðx; yÞ ð4Þ

�k;SSAðx; yÞ � ð�ðx; yÞ=jZðx; yÞjb c: ð5Þ

Basically, the upper bound calculated above distributes
the maximum flow achievable from the border node x to y
equally among all the VPNs in the set Zðx; yÞ.

Lower bound on advertised capacity. In computing the
lower bound �k;SSAðx; yÞ , the goal is to try to satisfy with a
high probability any single path bandwidth request
Mk;iðx; yÞ during the refresh interval period Rk from a VPN.
The lower bound has to be computed carefully. A con-
servative lower bound estimate would lead to a VPN
wrongly terminating the calls locally, while an overly
optimistic estimate could lead to requests being blocked
resulting in crankback of calls. Ideally, a lower bound
�k;SSAðx; yÞ should be set, so that the worst case simultaneous
requests, which would be the arrival of jZðx; yÞj � �k;SSAðx; yÞ
capacity requests, can be satisfied. Let Px;y be the set of edge
disjoint paths between border nodes x and y. Let Cx;y be the
minimum of bottleneck capacities of all the paths pi 2 Px;y,
then a lower bound can be obtained as follows:

jZðx; yÞj � �k;SSAðx; yÞ � ðjPx;yj � Cx;yÞ ð6Þ

�k;SSAðx; yÞ � ðjPx;yj � Cx;y=jZðx; yÞjÞ
� �

: ð7Þ

So, this approach would require computing all the edge
disjoint paths between x and y Also, the lower bound
computed using (7) may turn out to be very conservative
because of a very poor bottleneck capacity in the set of
paths Px;y . So, we propose to use the flow obtained from an
M-Route flow to compute the lower bound. The concept of
an M-Route flow was first proposed by Kishimoto and
Takeuchi [18] in an effort to solve the problem of
communication channel survivability in the case of
(M � 1) link failures. Kishimoto and Takeuchi [18] define
and propose solutions to handle both link and node
failures. Since the goal of the VPN-TA problem is to avoid
contention for link resources among the VPNs hosted on a
given border node, we limit our discussion to the edge
disjoint version of this problem. An edge disjoint M� Route
flow between a source node s and destination node d can be
defined using the cost of an elementary M-Route flow
defined next.

An elementary M-Route flow from a node s to a node d is
defined as a flow of one unit along each of M edge disjoint paths
from node s to node d. The corresponding set of paths is called an
M-path. An M-Route flow is a flow that can be expressed as a
nonnegative linear sum of the elementary M-route flows.
The value of an M-Route flow is the sum of the values of the
flows in all the paths defining the M-Route flow. Kishimoto

and Takeuchi [18] also proposed an algorithm to compute a
maximum M-Route flow which can be found in maximum
of (M� 1) runs of the max-flow algorithm [18] with a net
complexity of OðM � jV j3Þ. For a given value of M, let the
value of M-Route flow from border node x to border node y
be given as �ðx; yÞ.

It is difficult to give a lower bound estimate that
represents the single path capacity using an M-Route flow,
since the flow represents an aggregate flow, which may not
split equally among the M-paths as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Here, the 2-Route flow possible from s to t is 10. This is
obtained by augmenting two units each along paths
fðs�>1�>tÞ; ðs�>3�>tÞg and three units each along
fðs�>1�>tÞ; ðs�>2�>tÞg. But, there are no paths between
s and t that can handle two requests of five units
simultaneously. So, since the split of such an M-Route flow
is not known from the aggregate M-Route flow value itself,
an absolute upper bound for �k;SSAðx; yÞ cannot be obtained;
however, we can state with high probability that M
simultaneously requests each value less than or equal to
�ðx; yÞ=Mb c can be handled. Hence, the lower bound for the

capacity of virtual link (x,y)could be set to

�k;SSAðx; yÞ ¼ �ðx; yÞ=Mb c: ð8Þ

Now, we face the question of choosing an appropriate
value for M. For an M � Route flow to exist, one can
observe that M is upper bounded by the maximum number
of edge disjoint paths jPx;yj between x and y. That is,
M � jPx;yj. Suppose we select M ¼ jPx;yj while finding the
value of �ðx; yÞ. Then, �ðx; yÞ=jPx;yj will be a pessimistic
estimate of the capacity available between nodes x and y, if
jZðx; yÞj � jPx;yj.On the other hand it will be an aggressive
estimate if jZðx; yÞj � jPx;yj. It will be a very good estimate
if jZðx; yÞj � jPx;yj and they are very close to each other.
Hence, to accommodate these situations we set the lower
bound for the capacity of the virtual link (x,y) as:

�k;SSAðx; yÞ ¼ �ðx; yÞ=Zðx; yÞb c; ð9Þ

where �ðx; yÞ is the value of an M-route flow with
M ¼ jPx;yj. The lower bound computed from M-Route flow
in (9) is less conservative than the lower bound given in (7).
We show this by comparing the lower bound values
obtained by applying (7) and (9) with reference to the
graph in Fig. 8, assuming M ¼ jZðx; yÞj ¼ 2, and for border
nodes ðs; tÞ. Using (9), the lower bound �kðs; tÞ is five units,
compared to three units if (7) is used. This observation can
be further generalized as:

�ðx; yÞ=Zðx; yÞb c � ðjPx;yj � Cx;y=Zðx; yÞ
� �

: ð10Þ
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Assuming that the maximum number of disjoint paths
between any two pair of border nodes x; y 2 B is upper
bounded by jPuj, the complexity of the mixed bound
algorithm is dominated by the computation of the M-Route
flow for each pair of border nodes. For the complexity
analysis we assume the worst case maximum flow algo-
rithm complexity of OðjV j3Þ [18]. This results in an overall
complexity of OðjUj � jBj2 � jPuj � jV j3Þ.

Note that, for this scheme (Fig. 9), we don’t include a
separate step to ensure fairness; as the flows determined by
applying max-flow and the M-Route flow algorithms
between a pair of border node is equally shared with the
VPNs in the set Zðx; yÞ.

6.3 Steiner Tree-Based Abstraction Scheme

Though the mixed bound scheme is expected to perform
better than the maximum capacity abstraction scheme, the
approach could perform poorly in certain situations. This
may be because the maximum flow and M-Route flow may
split the exposed capacity across multiple paths, and as a
result, may not necessarily guarantee a single path in order
to accommodate the capacity requested by the VPN. Other
drawbacks include the complexity of the algorithm and
implementation changes required in order to realize it in
practice, which is discussed in the next section. In view of
these drawbacks, we propose a new algorithm, namely, the
Steiner tree-based virtual capacity computing algorithm.

Given a graph GðV ;EÞ and a subset V 0 of V , assume that
each link in E is associated with a cost. A Steiner tree of G
with respect to V 0 is a minimum cost tree ofG that contains all
the nodes of V 0. Note that the Steiner tree may also contain
some other nodes that are not in V 0. The goal of the proposed
scheme is to build a tree for each VPN with the goal of
minimally oversubscribing the residual link capacity and to
use it to generate abstract topologies. The two main objectives
of the tree computation process are to maximize the amount
of capacity used for abstraction and, at the same time,
minimize the capacity shared between the trees constructed
for the different VPNshosted on a border node. The
objectives of the Steiner tree construction and the VPN-TA
problem are correlated, since minimizing the sharing of the
link capacity among the VPN abstract topologies will result
in more accurate abstractions, which are expected to improve
VPN call performance and network utilization. We achieve

the first objective by computing a minimum cost Steiner
tree on the graph with link costs inversely proportional to the
residual capacities of the links. Since the tree needs to be
computed over a subset of border nodes Pk for a given
VPN k 2 Ub, a Steiner tree graph (on the border nodes of the
VPN) is computed with the objective of minimizing the tree
cost. In order to achieve the second objective of minimizing
the capacity shared between the trees, we associate a weight
with each link and increment the weight each time the link is
included in the tree graph computed for a VPN.

We next discuss the abstraction algorithm, and highlight
the steps required in order to compute the trees for each
VPN. As in previously discussed algorithms, the trees are
generated iterating over the set of VPNs Ub sequentially. The
link weight variable to measure the number of times a link
has been used in the trees constructed so far is denoted as
wðeÞ. Initially, this link variable is set equal to a value of 1.
Another cost variable cðeÞ, used to compute the Steiner tree
is initialized as a function of wðeÞ and the link residual
capacity rðeÞ. We set cðeÞ to wðeÞ � ðtðeÞÞ=ðrðeÞÞ; here tðeÞ is
the total capacity of the link e. The reason for such
initialization is to ensure that the links with the more
residual capacity would have a lower cost in comparison to
links with higher residual capacity.

We next compute the Steiner tree, ST ðVk; EkÞ, for a VPN
k, with edge cost initialized to cðeÞ. For each VPN, Steiner
trees are computed with respect to all the border nodes in
the set Pk as the root node. After the subgraphs are
computed for each of the VPNs, we set the capacity of the
virtual link ðx; yÞ 2 Ek of the fully meshed abstraction graph
to the bottleneck capacity of the path connecting the root
node x to the border node y in the Steiner tree ST ðVk; EkÞ.
Before continuing with the computation of subgraphs for
the next VPN, the weight of the link variable wðeÞ
corresponding to e 2 Ek in ST ðVk; EkÞ is incremented by 1,
and the edge cost cðeÞ recomputed. This increased edge cost
dissuades the future subgraph computations from using the
links that are part of the already previously computed VPN
subgraphs; it also enables links with lesser cost, i.e., more
residual capacity and least used graph edges, to be
considered during the tree computation process.

Note that in this scheme we apply the fairness criterion.
For this, we iterate over all pairs of border nodes in the set
Bb ¼ [t2UPk . Note that Bb is the set of all PE nodes of the
VPNs hosted on the border node b. For each pair of border
nodes ðb1; b2Þ 2 Bb, we determine the set of VPNs sharing
this pair of border nodes and subscribing to the same
abstract topology type parameter l. We represent this set as
Zlðb1; b2Þ. For this set of VPNs in Zlðb1; b2Þ, for all z 2
Zlðb1; b2Þ we set the virtual link capacity wðb1; b2Þ in the
corresponding abstract graph to the minimum of the
capacities of virtual links ðb1; b2Þ corresponding to the VPNs
in the set Zlðb1; b2Þ. For the case where there are no VPNs
sharing a particular combination of border node pair, the
set Zlðb1; b2Þ will be null.

Steiner tree computation is a strongly NP-complete
problem. Literature provides good heuristics to compute
Steiner trees. We use the nearest node Steiner tree algorithm
for directed graphs from [19] for tree computation whose
complexity to compute a Steiner tree rooted at a border
node to the remaining border nodes (assuming Pk � B) is
OðjBj � ðjEj þ jV jlogðjV jÞÞÞ. The complexity of deriving a
fully meshed abstract topology for a given VPN set U is
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OðjUj � jBj � ðjBj � ðjEj þ jV jlogðjV jÞÞÞÞ. The pseudo code for
this scheme is shown in Fig. 10.

7 SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present results of simulations studied

under different scenarios with the following objectives.
Objective 1. Demonstrate the usefulness of the TA

service as a way to share the core topology and capacity
information with the VPNs.

Objective 2. Study the fairness of VPNs in the context of

VPN TA service and effect of the type of topology abstraction

on core network utilization.
Objective 3. Evaluate the performance of the three

decentralized TA generation schemes proposed in Section 6.

7.1 Performance Metric Definition

We introduced the call performance metrics in Section 5.2,
which are success, crankback, and miscall ratios. These

metrics are tracked centrally for each VPN. Following are the
definitions for these metrics in relation to our simulation.

Success ratio. The success ratio is a measure of a VPN
making a right routing decision using the abstraction
provided to it by the VSP. This includes successful calls
and the hit calls. The availability of the requested capacity
is verified by recomputing the path with the exact state of
the network

Success Ratio ¼
Number of callsðcorrectly acceptedþ calls correctly rejectedÞ

Total number of call

:

Crankback ratio. A call would crank back, if there were
no feasible path with the requested capacity in the core. The
crankback ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of calls
that have been cranked back to the total number of path
requests made by the VPN

CrankBack Ratio ¼ Number of calls cranked back
Total number of calls

:

Misscall ratio. The misscall ratio is the ratio of calls that
have been wrongly terminated locally at the VPN’s end (even
though there is enough resource to accommodate the call) to
the total number of calls originated by the VPN; ideally, a
successful TA service implementation should have a miss
call ratio of zero

MissCall Ratio ¼ Number of wrongly rejected calls
Total number of calls

:

Average network utilization. This metric refers to the
ratio of total link capacity utilized by active VPN
bandwidth requests (aggregate utilized link capacity) to
the total link capacity (aggregate link capacity)

Average Network Utilization

¼ Aggregate utilized link capacity
Aggregate link capacity

:

7.2 Simulation Setup

The simulation study is conducted using OPNET [20], a well-
known discrete event simulator. The topology used for
studying the different scenarios is a 22-node random
topology based on well-known Waxman’s random graph
[21] model with an average node degree of 4, � ¼ 0:150;
� ¼ 2:2; this topology is shown in Fig. 11. In order to validate
our results over other standard topologies, we also studied
the performance with respect to two other European net-
works referred from [22]. Considering the correlation in the
results for the three topologies, we limit our results to those
corresponding to the random graph. All the results discussed
have been obtained from running the simulation for
30 independent replications to achieve 95 percent confidence
interval for an absolute error [23] of less than 1 percent. The
number of independent replications is deduced by observing
the sample variance over several independent runs, and
applying the approximation given in [23, p. 512].

In these topologies, five nodes were arbitrarily chosen as
the border PE nodes and the remaining nodes chosen as the
core nodes. Each of the PE nodes was configured to handle
four different VPNs, three of which subscribed to the TA
service. One of the VPNs was not enable to receive any TA
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service; this was done in order to compare its performance
with the other VPNs and study the tradeoff of enabling TA
service. For the simulation analysis, bandwidths for the
access as well as the core links were initialized to 1,000
units. The bandwidth requests from the VPN client nodes
were modeled as Poisson arrivals. The call holding times
were assumed to be exponentially distributed. Without
implementing a full-fledged flooding mechanism to main-
tain the link state database, the simulation implements a
simple logic of having the link state database of all the PE
nodes to be in sync with the state of the network. This is
ensured by having the intratopology update interval for
route computing engine in the PE nodes set to a value much
less than the mean arrival rate of bandwidth requests; this
value is 5 s for our simulation analysis (Note: The time
interrupts for the events are scheduled during the simula-
tion based on the absolute simulation clock; the units of
seconds has been assumed in the simulation discussion for
time related metrics to present the discussion in a practical
context). Simulation parameter settings that we used are
summarized in Fig. 12.

In order to generate the abstraction for the previously
stated objectives 1-2, each border node applies the maximum
capacity scheme (discussed in Section 6.1). As part of the key
TA-SLA parameter initialization, for all the objectives, we
assume that the VPNs subscribe to different abstraction
types, i.e., SSA, SA, or SNA service. As noted previously, one
of the VPNs was purposely not provided any abstraction
service. This is indicated as (NA) in our results. This allows
us to show the improvement over legacy approaches which
do not deploy any TA service. For objective-3 all the VPNs
subscribe to SSA type topology abstraction.

Objectives 1-2
Due to space limitations we only summarize below our

conclusions based on our simulations for objectives 1 and 2
presented in Figs. 13a, 13b, 13c, and 14 for the case when the
load is varied by varying the mean call holding time (H).

. Fig. 13a compares the success ratio of different VPNs
subscribing to different TA types. We observed that
VPNs with NA and SNA had their performance
deteriorate significantly in terms of success ratio with
increasing load. For VPNs with either SSA or SA type
of abstraction, the significant improvement of the
crankback and misscall ratio resulted in very good
performance in terms of success ratio at high load.
We also observed that among SSA and SA, SA
performed relatively poorly. Figs. 13a and 13b

together demonstrate the usefulness of the TA service
in a dynamic bandwidth request scenario, particu-
larly, at high network load conditions. The overall
performance of VPNs with various TA subscriptions
decreases with increasing load because of increasing
network utilization as shown in Fig. 13b.

. From Fig. 13c, we can observe that the scenario with
no abstraction and simple node abstraction resulted in
1-3 percent better network utilization than the VPNs
with some form of TA; however, as we discussed
earlier, this gain is at the cost of significant deteriora-
tion in terms of the call performance metrics (Fig. 13b).
The better performance in terms of network utiliza-
tion achieved by the SNA scenario is expected, as this
abstraction is not provided any information about the
link state of the core network, resulting in perfor-
mance similar to the NA case, but with improved call
performance statistics. We can also observe that,
compared to the VPN which was provided SSA, the
VPN with SA resulted in network utilization which is
4 percent poorer than the SSA case. The poorer
performance of the SA case correlates with perfor-
mance degradation of 5 percent observed with respect
to the call performance metrics as discussed earlier.
From the above observations, we can conclude that
providing TA service, while enabling very good call
performance to the VPNs, doesn’t result in significant
decrease in core network utilization.

. Fig. 14 shows the standard deviation (SD) of success,
crankback, and miscall ratios for all the VPNs with
increasing load. We observe that the SD of the
performance metrics of the five VPNs is less than
2 percent, which indicates that the model of sharing
resources equally results in the desired objective of
achieving fairness to all the VPNs. We also observe
that SD increases slightly at higher loads. This is
expected because of increasing resource contention
and lack of synchronization between the core
topology information and the abstractions provided
to the VPNs.

. Figs. 15a and 15b illustrate the effect of increasing
the abstract topology update interval. SN has not
been chosen for comparison as it is expected to
perform poorly as noted previously.

The results show that with increasing Rk, the success

ratio decreases while crankback ratio, and misscall ratio

increases for each of the topology abstractions, which can be
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attributed to increasing lack of the latest state of the core
network information with the VPN CE nodes. Observing
the maximum and minimum performance level from the
graphs for each of the abstraction types in Fig. 15a, we see
that the performance of the VPN with SA and SSA drops by
25 percent over the range of refresh intervals. SA performs
poorly compared to SSA by 3 percent over the range of
refresh interval values. This shows SSA does prove to be of
advantage with increasing abstract topology refresh inter-
val. Similar deterioration in performance is also noted with
respect to crankback and misscall ratio in Fig. 15b among
the two forms of abstractions.

Objective 3: Characteristics of abstraction schemes for
TA generation. Due to space constraint, we only summar-
ize the results pertaining to the performance of the
abstraction schemes. The performance was analyzed by
increasing the mean call holding time (H) and the
bandwidth request size (X).

Success ratio. We observed that, among the three
schemes, the maximum capacity scheme performs the best.
Its success ratio decreased by about 15 percent as the load
increased from 0.1 to 10 Erlangs. The next best scheme is the
Steiner tree abstraction scheme whose success ratio perfor-
mance is as good as that of the maximum capacity scheme
at over the range of load conditions. The poorest perfor-
mance is displayed by the mixed bound scheme, whose
performance decreased by about 48 percent at the max-
imum load. The poorest performance of the mixed bound
scheme is because of its conservative mode of exposing
capacity which divides the available maximum flow and
M-Route flow among all the VPNs equally to facilitate the
PE node to handle worst case capacity requests from the
VPNs simultaneously. This results in the CE nodes
terminating calls locally resulting in poor miscall ratio
performance which we discuss later. The best success ratio
performance of the maximum capacity scheme indicates the

usefulness of being aggressive in a dynamic bandwidth
request scenario enabled by the TA service. A similar
difference in performance among the abstraction schemes is
also noted when bandwidth request size (X) is varied. The
performance difference again points to the fact that, as the
mean bandwidth request size increases, an aggressive
scheme, such as the maximum capacity scheme, which
tends to expose more resources, results in better successful
route computation locally at the CE node in comparison to
the other two schemes.

Crankback ratio. The VPN crankback ratio for all the three
schemes deteriorated with increasing load on the network.
This can be attributed to two reasons: the first reason is the
oversubscription, which is still an issue for the three schemes,
and the second reason is that the increasing load causes a
reduction in the correctness of the virtual capacity informa-
tion associated with the abstraction with respect to the core
state of the network. This causes calls to be successfully
computed by the CE node locally but cranked back by the PE
node due to a lack of resources in the core. Comparing the
crankback performance of the abstraction schemes, we noted
that the maximum capacity scheme performed poorer than
the other two schemes (which illustrates one of the drawbacks
of employing an aggressive scheme) despite the fact that it
performed the best in terms of success ratio metric. The good
performance of mixed bound scheme can be attributed to its
conservative approach of assigning lower and upper bounds
to the virtual links using the maximum flow and M-Route
flow approaches. The performance of the Steiner tree scheme
lied between the performances of the other two schemes.

Misscall ratio. With respect to miscall ratio the maximum
capacity scheme displayed the best performance of the three
algorithms. The next best performance is displayed by the
Steiner tree abstraction scheme, which performed poorly
when compared to maximum capacity scheme, but gains in
terms of crankback ratio. The mixed bound algorithm
displays the poorest performance of the three abstraction
schemes with respect to the miss call ratio. Its performance is
observed to deteriorate by 48 percent over the range of load
conditions; the reason being that a lot of calls were rejected
locally when the capacity demands of the VPNs exceeded the
conservative lower bound of the virtual link capacity
associated with the TA.

Core network utilization. It is important to note that
although network utilization in the context of the TA service
is influenced by the abstraction schemes, it also depends on
the optimizing principles used by the core routing algorithm,
which in this case is the constrained Dijkstra’s algorithm.
From simulations we observed that the maximum capacity
abstraction scheme results in better network utilization than
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Fig. 13. (a) Objective 1, VPN call performance comparing success ratio with varying mean holding time (H), (b) Objective 1, VSP core network
utilization with varying mean holding time (H), (c) Objective 1, VSP core network utilization with varying mean holding time (H).

Fig. 14. Objective 2, Fairness performance in terms of standard
deviation of call performance metrics with varying mean holding time
(H).



the other two abstraction schemes. Of the three schemes, the
mixed bound scheme shows the poorest network utilization
performance due to its high miscall ratio.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the problem of using topology
abstraction to share VSP’s core topology and link re source
information as a service to its IP-VPN customers. To realize
this in practical networks we defined TA SLA parameters
with the goal of generating service differentiation among
IP-VPN customers subscribing to the TA service. Our TA
generation approach guarantees that all the VPNs will share
the network capacities fairly if they subscribe to the same
abstract topology type parameter. We defined the VPN-TA
that captures the oversubscription issue associated with the
decentralized mode of TA generation. These abstraction
schemes differ from one another with respect to their
degrees of aggressiveness in terms of exposing resources,
which result in tradeoffs in terms of VPN call performance
metrics and core network utilization. Using extensive
simulations, we showed the usefulness of VPN-TA service.
From our study of the performance of the abstraction
schemes, we conclude that the abstraction schemes demon-
strated a tradeoff between the call performance metrics and
network utilization. A VSP’s choice of the abstraction
scheme for decentralized TA generation will ultimately
depend on its service objectives. We wish to conclude by
drawing attention to the growing importance of the
topology abstraction concept in other applications. For
example, Kokkinos and Vavarigos [24] use this concept in
the context of Grid computing services and Verdi et al. [25]
discusses this in the context of interdomain QoS routing.

Our research so far has focused on topology abstraction
service with respect to the availability of the bandwidth in
the physical network. An interesting direction of future
research would be to study robustness of topology abstrac-
tion service with respect to other parameters, in particular,
robustness with respect to link or node failures in the
physical network. A multicriteria optimization approach
using sophisticated techniques such as machine learning
would be required, Concepts and ideas from recent works
in [26], [27] could be of help in this investigation.
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